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INTRODUCTION 
~ ProblEIII ,!!!! Purpose: 
The problem presented in the production of the 
motion picture film with which this thesis is concerned 
was that of conveying through the medium of the motion 
picture the idea that the fUnction of a local health 
department is to serve the citizens of the communit"J, 
ancl in order that it ma'J better serve them, it is nec-
essar'J tor the citizens to understand anti help the 
health department to perform !::1 f'lmction -- giving the 
communit"J better health. 
The Thesis: 
-
This thesis is concerned primaril'J with the photo-
graphic problEIIls presStted in the production of a public 
relatione motion picture on the subject of public health. 
In order to understand and approeciate the value of such 
a project, it is necessar'J tor the cameraman to be fami• 
liar with each phase of the project. The thesis is not 
and could not be confined only to the photogrsphy itself. 
No matter how rEIIlote some facets of the production may 
seem, they are all related in some way to the basic 
ancil tuncilamental instrument of the motion picture medium, 
the camera. It is throu.gh the camera that the'J 
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finally gain expression. 
The film with which this thesis is concE!l'aed was a 
joint effort of Mr. Joseph Ryan and the author, with the 
author responsible tor the pnoto~aphy and Mr. Ryan tor 
the writing and the business administration related to 
the production. Both were jointly responsible tor the 
eciitiag al:ld related processes. Both worked in close co-
operation 1n all phases of the production. 
This thesia will deal at len!th with the photo~aph1c 
problems of the production and in less detail with the 
photo~aphie aspects of other phases of the production. 
For a more detailed report of those other problss, the 
reader may wish to consult a companion thesis by Mr. Ryan. 
The photo~aph1c problems alluded to in this work 
are or course not particular to health films alone. The 
eX!Illlples cited herein are therefore specific. The conclu-
sions are general. 
vi 
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DEVELOPMEMT .Q! m .;;;;8-=.;CR;.;.:I:..:P~T 
'llhe 8 tor,. Icl ea : 
- -
Credit for the developnent of the story idea of our 
fi~ should be given to the author's colleague, Mr. Joseph 
Ryan. :Mr. Ryan, who for several years had worked duriag 
the summer months with the Brookline1 Mass. Health Depart-
ment, felt that something should be done to convince the 
citisens of the community that the success of the health 
department depended on the support of each member of the 
commu.nity. He approached the Brookline Public Health 
Director, Dr. Fred B. Mayes with the argument that the 
motion picture film was the proper medium to use in the 
presentation of such an idea to this or other communities. 
Dr. Mayes agreed and secured funds to enable us to produce 
our fi~, "It's UP!2~·" 
The authorities at Boston Uaiversity approved the film 
as a thesis project with the provision that we would each 
write a separate thesis dealing with the problems which we 
encountered 1D. the production of the film. 
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Researeh: 
The first step in the production of our film was a 
search for material which had been published on the subject 
: of community health departments. Pamphlets, reports, charts 
and films were studied and evaluated. The films already 
produced were e;iven careful scrutiny. Most of these films 
tried to tell their story by concentratine; on the life or 
I' 
" I! 
one individual or one family. One prize-winning film follow-
ed the life of its protae;onist from the cradle to old age 
and treated the matter in a humorous manner. We decided to 
take a documentary approach, llOt concentratine; on any one 
person or family. We decided that our film was to be e;eneral 
in :nature so that it could be shown to either health depart-
ment personnel or members of citizens• committees interested 
in setting up a health department in their community or re-
organizing one already in existence. 
we chose ten to fifteen minutes as the proper length of 
our film. A film of this length could easily be fitted into 
a luncheon or committee meeting program. 
Storr Treatment: 
We began our story treatment by making separate outlines 
of our conceptions of the six basic functions of a community 
health department. We then combined the separate outlines 
and discussed the possible ways in which we could illustrate 
these basic fUnctions. Next we tried to develop methods by 
2 
which we could cinematically briige the gaps which were 
bound to exist between our illustrations or the health 
li departaent•s functions. Though documentary films often 
I' 
I rely on the narration to bridge these gaps, we attempted 
to find methods by which they could be bridged visually--
by means or the camera. 
To accomplish this end we wrote separate story treat-
ments, exchanged thaa, and then mercilessly criticised them. 
The two treatments were then combined into one, which was 
in tura revised. This was a visual treatment, with only . 
general references to the sound which was to accompany it. 
~ Script: 
From the visual treatment we progressecl to the visual 
script. we prepared paper by ruling standard typing paper 
into tour vertical columns -- the lett one tor the scene 
number, the next or picture column tor a description of the 
visual action to take place in each shot, the thiri for a 
description or the sound that was to accompany the picture, 
and the last tor an estimate or the footage or amount or 
film that would be used 1n each sbot. In our first devel-
opment of the script only the tirat two columns were used. 
"' That is, we wrote a visual script. It contained references 
to background music, but no mention of speech or narration. 
We had deoidecl earlier not to use any live or "sync" sound, 
ij jl 
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or at most to cut it to a bare minimum. Though we were both 
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i: anxious to gain experience in the recording or liTe sound, 
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we restrained oursebres and finished the film using only 
narration and musie. .Ln the end we found that this method 
had made our project less e:xpensiTe, less work, and more 
fle:xi ble. We both belieTe the finished proliluct to be 
better for it. 
It 
1' Mr. Ryan wrote the first visual script. We both then 
ir 
·' !I criticizelil it, made deletions, changes and additions. Atten-
il 
,, 
tion was given to the piotoral continuity of the script, 
some leeway 1n shootiR.g. It is easy enough to plalll a script 
that looks good on paper, but it is another matter to fore-
cast accurately the conditions that will be met on location. 
Jrarration: 
The narration was written by llr. Ryan after we had de-
cided that our Tisual script was complete. Minor revisions 
were made and we were then ready to concentrate on photog-
raphy. 
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SCENE 
NO. 
) 
PIC'l'URE 
1 CU Witather•beaten door (to OO"nnr whole f'~}. Wood 
plank typer diamond shapedpme of' glass in doorr 
wrought iron hardware, eto. Man's arm, holding a 
paint brullh eneps aoroBII the door • and paints a 
large white X aoroas door panel. 
2 MS Man in tront of' door of' small dark houae. Puts 
bruah in pail he ill holding, atepa baok and looks 
at XJ walks away. 
3 JlLS 3 peopler watoh man as he walks away tram house. 
X still villible. 3 are huddled together, talking. 
4 MS tram rear of' 3 people, still talking. Looking 
towards houae-x still aeen. Drees is of' Nedie"'&l 
period. 
5 CU Reverse angle (tram tront) of' 3 as they talk and 
look towards house (oamera). Show signs of' f'ear 
and panio. 
DISSOLVE TO 
6 CU s- angle of' same 3 people. Now drened in 
present day attire. Still talking and looking in 
direotion of' house. 
1 MS Reverse angle of' 3 peopler small white house in 
baokground. (Shot f'rom same angle as in #4. door 
plainly visible). 
8 CU Door of' house; sign on wall beside doort "QUARAN-
1'INE--SCARIE1' FEVJ!R" • 
FADE OUT 
) 
SOUND 1ST. 
F'l'G. 
5 
4 
5 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
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SCENE 
NO. 
) 
PIC'l'IJRE 
9 'IllS Of'fice interior. Establ1ahli4 as Doctor's office by 
f'urni ture I!IIDd equip~~ent. Doo tor standing near table 
1r0rking owr equi)JIII8nt. Baby on table, woman playing 
with it while she -tches Doctor. 
10 MS Woman, head close to baby and fondling it. Doctor's 
hands seen in background handling equip!l8nt. 
11 CU Doctor's hands as he is hold~ng needle. 
12 liS Doctor takes piece of' gause, wipes baby's ann, bends 
ewer to inject needle o )(other f'ollcws his actions 
and nervously leans forward. 
13 CU )(other's f'aoe. Low angle shot as she looks down to 
where baby would be. She takes deep breath and 
winces slightly. 
14 liS Doctor •traightens up, extracts needle, wipes erm 
again. lfother reaches d01m and strokes child •s head. 
16 LS Children in playground, boys are playing ball; girls 
are jumping rope. Pan to pick up activities. 
16 !IS' Small girl on platf'orm scales. Nurse standing beside 
scales, adjusting the weights. Mother stands by.o 
Nurse makes note on ahart and bn measures girl's 
.il!ttt. 
17 CU Doctor and boy, side angle shot. Doctor has stethos-
cope and is examining boy's heart and lungs, etc. 
18 M!f Attendant at X-Ray machine. Man, chest bared, -lks 
to DBchine. Attehdant places him against machine and 
-lke to control panel. 
19 CU Attendant's hand pressing button. 
) 
SOUND IS!. 
FTG. 
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SOINE 
NO. 
) 
PIC'l'URE 
20 JIS Man steps back from machine as attendant moves 
forward and pulls X-Ray holder trom maohine. 
FADE OU'l' 
21 IB Restaurant-type kitchen. Jilin in baokgroun~ in 
white uniform at stove; tiro men-one in whits, 
other in hat and coat, trtand near pile of 
dishes on ainkboard. 
22 MS' Two -nat pile of dishes. Inspector has clip 
board and is writing. Other man looks en. 
23 cu Two men talking as inspector is showing clip 
board to man. 
24 
-
Two -n standing near oup tray. Blaok case 
- . beside tray. Inspector picks up cup. 
25 cu Cup in man's hand. Other hand opeu lilaok 
cue, takes out tube, withdraws nab f'l'om 
tube; wipes swab on cup, replaces s-b in tube. 
26 JIS S..e inspector, but different man--butcher, 
standing at meat counter. Inspector reading 
thermometer; makes note on olip board. 'lhey 
move to garbage receptacles, which are uncovered. 
27 cu Inspector and butcher standing near receptacles--
Inspector puts oo"'ers on barrels and talks to but-
cher. 
28 LS Interior swimming pool, man -lks into trame, 
carries bag, goes to edge of pool and kneels 
down. 
29 JIS Man kneeling at edge of pool, takes bottle trom 
bag, uncovers it, dips it in pool, and replaces 
cowr. 
) 
SOUND EST. 
FTG. 
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SOBNl!: PIOTIJRE 
NO. 
SO CU Man's hand placing bottle in bag, closes cover 
ot bag. 
Sl CU Bottle in man's hand J 1ilill time it is. under the 
water tap. Other hand turns tap on. Bottle fills 
up, he recovers it, and shuts tap ott. 
32' OU Bottle in woman's hand. Eyedropper or pipette inser-
ted into bottle and withdrawn. 
33 liS To establish woman in H.D. lab. Seated at table. 
Rows of petri dishes on table. D~cps watllr in each 
one of the dishes. 
34 CU She covers the dishes and puts 1ilem in a wire rack 
or tray. 
35 :r.B Looking in a microscope • the woman adjusts the 
lenses and makes notes. 
36 MS Woman opens incubator, pulls out tray of petri 
diahe s • carries it to table and sits down. 
37 CU She selects one dish, sets it in viewer and makes 
notes. 
FADE OUT 
38 CU Clerk at typewri tar. 
:m liS Establish above olerk in office; 2nd clerk at 
another desk. One still typing, other going throu!'Jl 
papers. 
40 CU Printing press. Papers coming off the machine. 
fttle seen in heavy typet HEALTH BULlETIN. 
41 CU Copy of Health Bulletin (full title shot), in 
man '• hand. 
) 
SOUBD BSi!o 
FTG. 
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SCIKE 
NO. 
) 
PICTURE 
42' liS To establish ,.n in living room, ai tting in ohair 
and reading the bulletin. 
43 CU Sign in shop window - FREE CHEST X-RAY. 
44 CU Sign on stand on sidewalk-DIABETES TEST HERE. 
45 MLS Room interior (theater type). Mixed audienoe a1 t-
ting in roll's of chairs looking in direction of 
sll;age. 
46 CU Low angle shot of Health Director. To create 
impression that he ia speaking to above group. 
Picks up booklet and holds it to audience. 
47 ECU Booklet in·H.D.•s hands-- YOUR CHILD. 
48 ECU Same booklet, on table. li'Olllall's hand comes into 
rr.me and picks it upo 
49 MS WOman in chair in living room, picks up paaphlet 
from table. There.is a crib beside the chair. 
50 CU C~ib, baby asleep in it. 
61 1U8 Exterior of house. Car pulls up to curb, 'WOIIIan 
gets out carrying bag. She goes to front door of 
the house. 
52 liS Nurse at door. Rings bell. Door opens and WCID.an 
in scene #49 opens the door. Nurse· goes inside 
and door closes behind them. 
535 liS Interior living room (49). Nurse and wanan 
-lk into room toward crib. Nurse places bag 
on table, and they both bend down to look into 
crib. 
54 CU Low angle shot of nurse and woman as they look 
do- (supposedly into crib). 
) 
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SCENE 
NO. 
.., 
PIC1.'URE 
55 CU Low angle shot of two as they are mixing formula 
in bottle. Nurse ia demonstrating! mother looks on. 
56 !IS Living room, nurse and mother reenter. Mother car-
ries bottle, goes to chair and site down. Nurse 
goes to crib and pioks up paby, places it in 
mother'• lap. Mother then places bottle mar baby's 
mouth. 
57 CU Baby contentedly feeding from bottle. 
F.&DE OUT 
58 MIS Interior of large ro<l!l. 'l'here are several people, 
in groups around -11 tables (Nurses, mothen, 
babies). 
59 JIS One table--nurse, mother, and a baby which is on 
scalea. 
60 CU Baby on scale, nurs&a hand holding ita head up. 
Mother looks at indica tor on the scale. 
61 JoiS Nurse lif'ta baby from scale and puts it on table. 
Mother reaches over to fix its clothing, etc. 
62 CU Nurse ae she writes on card on table. 
63 ECU Nurse's hands as she makes an X in spaces on the 
card. 
64 JoiS Mother puts rattle in behy 1s hands. Agjuats pillow 
under ita head. Leana forward to look at chart 
which nurse ahOW'B her. 'l'hey look at chart, and then 
look at 'Daby. 
65 CU Baby -ving rattle, and kicking ita feet. 
FADE OUT 
THE END. 
) 
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FTG. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 
Shooting Schedule: 
Before the actual filming began, we developed a shooting: 
schedule. The script wu studied and the shots divided 
roughly into clusifications jetermined by such factors as 
persons (characters), locations and props. All shots in 
which any one person appeared were placed in one group, those' 
involving another person in another group, and so on. In 
order to saYe time, all shots using any prop were placed 1n 
one group, so that we co_ulcl complete the shots involving the 
use of that prop before it was lost, misplaced or the lender 
had decided to have us return it. Locations were less a 
problem. Though they could :aot be transported like props, 
one could be substituteCI. for another. What we needed 1n 
most cases was a backgrountl, which would help to set the 
mood of the scene and make the audiEnce feel that the .film 
[; was actllally made on locatioa. In our reataura:nt sequence 
:: jl 
il 
lj 
I ~ ji 
II 
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we used three •ifferent locations, transporting our actors 
and props from o:ne to another. 
We planned to shoot all scenes 1nvo1Ying any one actor 
1n as abort a space of time as possible -- before his hair 
had grown longer or had been trimmed, or before he had be-
come ill, moved out o.f town, or lost interest in the project. 
A•vuce Planning: 
Almost every shot, of course, involved the basic .factors 
listed above. Therefore before &111 shot could be undertaken,, 
11 
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we had to determine that each or the factors would be pres-
ent, and in most cases, that we had some sort or permission 
for their use. Before plaoius a shot on our schedule, we 
had to be eertat& that: 1. we had a place to shoot, that the 
place wou.ld "look" right on the sereen, and that we had pe-
misaion to use the place; 2. that all props needed would be 
available at that time; and i. that all actors WOQld be 
present and 1n the proper clothew. Almost ever-y shot re-
' quired many meetings and telephone calls to determine that 
everything would be 1n readiness for the shooting. In the 
cases or outdoor scenes we had to gamble that the weather 
would be favorable. We tried not to plan outdoor scenes 
too far in a•vance. Since ours was a technical subject, it 
was often necessary to have a doctor, nurse, or laboratory 
technician present to pass on the authenticity or actions, 
props, clothing and backgrounds. 
Location !!• Studio PhotograP!f: 
Though three fairly large studios were available for 
our use, we 4ecided almost from th.l' begiml1ng to film our 
scenes "on the spot", where the action w~uld, or conceiv-
ably could, take place. Though we had to transport cameras, 
lighting equipnent, and actors to the scene, we round that 
location shooting had certain advantages when compared to 
studio photograp~. Though the quarters on location ware 
usually crowded and made it difficult to place the camera 
12 
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and lights, the p~ps were usually present and authentic, 
and the crowdee quarters requiree less light than would a 
large, high ceilinged studio. In the cramped quarters of 
a laboratory, home or restaurant, our simple lighting ap-
peared natural and the closeness gave a feeling or intima-
cy with the subject. Also, our actors, who were usually 
drafted on the spot, could feel at home in the familiar 
surroundings and could therefore relax and give a natural 
performance. On location, only the c~Mera and lights were 
foreign to the drafted actors. In a studio, everything 
would be. 
D1r ec tio!!_: 
Direction, with drama sclwol-tra1ned actors, was 
simple. After explaming the meaning of the action to 
them, the relation of the shot to those preceeding and 
following it, and coaching thsn through several rehearsals, 
they were, in most cases, ready for shooting. These were 
the only actors that could easily take direction from the 
cameraman. Others would forget and look into the lens. With 
the untrained actors we found it best to have the directions 
given from some place other than the camera. Then, if they 
should look towarf the director, it would not necessarily 
ruin the shot. Though some required much coe,ching and 
rehearsal, others sesned to do better on the first t·ry. 
13 
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Dir;ection was only a minor problem to us as no unusually 
dramatic expressions or changes or expression were re-
quired and all or the action was of short iuration. 
Cameras Used: 
-
Two cameras were available for our use: an Eastman 
Cine Special, complete with accessories; and a much less 
expensive and more simple Bell and Howell F1lmo 70. The 
Cine Special was used tor only three shots. It is a good 
camera with many praisewortb7 features, but we decided to 
use the Filmo. We did this tor several reasons: 
1. Although the Cine SPI cial is an excellent camera, 
it is a complicated and delicate piece or machinery and 
difficult to operate. 
2. In comparison, the Filmo is simple and rugged. In 
any kind or photograp}V, the mec~ics or the camera shoulcl 
be kept as simple as possible. The photographer can then 
operate the camera automatically, concentrating on the 
action which is taking place in front of the camera. Freed 
of worry with the infernal machine, the photographer can 
direct his attention to the lighting, the actor's movements, 
expressions and attire. For this same reason, we kept camera 
movement to a minimum. A camer~~.an annot give his fUll 
attention to action taking place in front ot a camera 
and executa a 1111.ooth camera movement. Our script called 
14 
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tor only one "pan" shot. This one shot had to be practiced 
many times, and when finally filmed, several retakes were 
necessary. It consumed more film stock than any other 
three shots in the entire picture. 
3. Since we would not have the exclusive use ot the 
Cine Special, we would have to keep changing back and forth 
between cameras. Not only would this be awkward to the 
photographer, but no two cameras give identical frame linea 
on the finished film. In uaing only the Filmo, we could be 
certain that the trame line would not jump up and down on 
the screen when the film was projected. 
4. In using one camera exclusively, we could be fairly 
certain that our exposure aDd film speed wo~ld be constant. 
Though manufacturers elailll that the shutter openings and 
motor speeds of their cameras are kept w.1 thin close toler-
ances, differences are tound 1D cameras of different makes, 
and sometimes even in cameras of the same make. 
15 
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Lenses Used: 
With the Filmo, we used tour lenses: 
1. Bell and Howell 
2. Wollensak Raptar 
I. Taylor, Hobson Cooke 
4. Wollensak Raptar 
- 1 inch - f 1.9 
3 inch 
2 inch 
17 mm 
t 4 
f 1.9 
f 2.7 
The atan4ard one-inch lens was used for the bulk of 
our shooting, the three-inch telephoto lens for some of 
the close-ups, and the 17 mm wide-angle lens for working 
in crowded quarters. With the exception of the two-inch, 
these lenses were well matched and it was not found neces-
sary to make allowances in exposure or recalibrate them, 
as is sometimes necessary when interchanging lenses of 
different focal lengths. The two-inch lens was used f'or 
only one scene, and though this is admittedly not an ad.e-
quate test, we believed that this lens admitted more light 
at certain stops than would another lens at the s~e stops. 
For this reason we discarded this particular lens. 
our supply of lenses of different focal lengths made 
our work in small crowded rooms relatively easy, but we 
of'ten wished that we had had even more lenses. We especi-
ally needed a wide-angle lens of shorter focal length. It 
would have been almost impossible to have completed this 
film using only the standard one-inch lens. 
16 
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C11111era Acceuories and EluipnEilt: 
Two light meters were used: a Norwood "Director" 1nci-
4ent-light meter; and a Weston reflected-light meter. In 
moat cases, we used both meters, so that we could check 
one against the other. In case of a discrepancy 1n read-
.inga, we used the reading given by the Weston, tanpered 
with 11. little photographer's •common sense". 
For camera support we used the Prof'esaional Junior 
Tripod, a aturety if sanewhat heavy piece of equipnent. In 
spite of the cramped quarters which usually beset us, 11.t 
no time did we f'ind that it was necessary to use the cam-
era in the hand-held position. A small aluminum spreader 
was used to prevent the tripod's slipping on herd surf11.ces 
~~.nd to protect haae and office floors from d11.mage by 
scratching. 
Only one filter was used, a n sky filter, which we 
employed not to give cloud effects, as is usual, but to 
reduce the aanitted light in shot #fZI. Here we found 
that &Ten with the lens closed down to its small eat aper-
ture, the sunlight was too strong for this scene. We 
used this K2 yellow filter, much too large to attach to 
our lens, by simply holding it over the lens while the 
scene W!I.S being filmed. We could have achieved the same 
end by filming the scene at a camera speed twice the 
normal 24 trames per second, but since there was human 
17 
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movanent in the scene, it would have seaned unnatural 
and Blow. 
To ichntif'y our separate scenes and takes and make 
our task in the editl.ng stage easier, we "slated" each 
scene, using a child's tor slate and chalk. The slate 
was divided into two squares, one for the scene or shot 
number and one for the take number. Since we were not 
filming live sound, it was not aecessary to have "slap-
sticks" attached to the slate. 
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LIGHTING !,!l2 EXPOSURE 
No spectacular or unusual lighting effects were 
attempted in our film, since no spectacular or unusual 
moods were to be conveyed by the film. All of' our 
scenes, both interior and exterior, could have occurred 
in any city on most any day. Since our film was to 
convey the f'eel.ing of naturalness, our lighting had to 
be simple and natural. HoweYer, we did not use 11 flat 11 
lighting. In lighting a scene, we first studied the 
existing or natural light ani then tried to adapt this 
light to our photographic needs. 
flxterior Ligh.ting: 
Adapting exterior lighting to our photographic needs 
was easy -- we simply waitecLuntil the weather was good 
and until the sun cast the kind of' shadows we needed. 
Sanet1mes it was mecessary to use reflectors to lighten 
shadow areas and once a filter was used to decrease the 
amount of light striking the fila. At no time did we 
try to supplement natural daylight with artificial light, 
nor did we at lillY time use a scrim to soften the sun 1 s 
rays. We had neither the equipment, material nor budget 
for these refinements. 
Interior Lighting: 
In our interior shots, we also tried to adapt the 
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existing or natural lighting to our needs. After determin-
ing the sourcre of the natural light, we placed our key 
light so that it as nearly as possible approximated the 
1 direction and quality of the origin.al light. Then, to 
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insure proper balance of light, we placed fill-in lights 
so that the entire picture area would be within the expos-
ure limits of the f.ilm we were using. Backlights were 
used to give a three dimensional ~ality to our subjects. 
Spotli!lJ.ts were used to accent certain portions of the 
picture area. These lights, the backlights. and the spots 
were also used to impart crisp highlights to dark objects 
such as hair or clothes. To ascertain that the scene was 
evenly lighted, we would take meter readings of the entire 
picture area, especially along the paths that our subjects 
were to move. When working in close quarters, such as 
crowded living rooms or kitchens, the lights were usually 
difficult to place. Lights on stands gave us the most 
trouble, as the stands themselves took up so much room. 
Clamp-ol!l. lights required less roan, but we could not 
always fil!l.d saaethil!l.g to which we could chimp them. These 
small rooms did not require much light and often one or 
two of the few lights we used would be so close to the 
subject that portions of the picture would be "burned up". 
To correct this difficulty we put close quarters to use 
by directing the lights toward a wall or ceiling and using 
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the surface as a reflector, thus gaining a soft, even, 
diffused light, At other times, we placed a handerchief 
or piece of tissue over the offsding light to soften it. 
We found that "hot spots" on highly reflective surfaces, 
such as metallic objects or tile walls could be correctei 
by dusting them lightly with talcum powder. 
Lighting Notes: 
Notes were kept of the lighting Gmployed in the film-
ing of each lahct. These were in the form of annoted dia-
grams sketched. on mimeographed forms which we had previous-
ly prepared for the purpose. The notes notes included a 
schematic elevation diagram of the shot as seen by the 
camera. The actor or actors, important props, and objects 
in the foreground and background were shown in this diagram. 
Alongside of this diagrem was a plen view of the same shot, 
showing the relative positions of the above mentioned items 
as well as the lights and cemerra. Also noted were the 
height of camera and lights, the movements made by the 
subject, the focal length and diaphram setting of the lens 
used. 
If it was found necessary to retake any shot of a 
sequence, these notes could be referred to and the action, 
lighting and camera angle duplicateci with a high degree 
of accuracy. Fortunately, we had to retake only one shot. 
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Lig}lting El:!.uipnent: 
Our lighting equipment consisted of a complete set of 
Colortran lights, a 500 watt "baby" spotlight, several 
(i clamp-ol'l No. 2 photo-reflector tlood and photo-reflector 
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spotlights, lengths of extension cord and a box of thir~y 
ampere fuses. More powerful lighting equipment was avail-
able to us, but since we were filming most of our shots on 
location, in offices and private homes with electrical cir-
cuits fusecil for only 15 amperes, this heav;r-dut;r equipnent 
would have been useless. 
The Colortra• lights employ a transformer to step up 
ordinal')' 110 volt A..C. house current to a point at which 
it will cause a r egu.lar 150 watt bulb to glow as brightl;r 
as a No. 2 photo-flood lamp. A switching arrangement 
allows the lamps to be used at a low level during the prep-
arations for shooting, or at 3,200 or 3,500 degrees Kelvin, 
thus assuring good color balance when using Kodachrome 
film, or allowing two levels of light output for black and 
white photography. As man,- as five lamps may be used on 
one transformer without drawing more than 15 amperes of 
current. The set includes light stands and housing arrange-
ments which give broad, flood and spotlight effects. 
However, the,y are not without disadvantages. The 
transformers are heavy, the spotlights are not as flexible 
or as versatile as the conventional type and the,- can onl;r 
be used in alternating current areas. 
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The clamp•on 'tJ"pe of photoflood can be used in e1 ther 
alternating or direct current areas, is lighter and there-
fore easier to transport and can be often used without a 
light stand. now ever, they draw more current than the 
Oolortrans for the same amount of light output, and opera-
ting level cannot be easily controlled. We relied heavily 
on the uolortrans when we first began shooting, but later 
found that we could get along j\i1t e.s well or better with 
the clamp-on lights, especially in close quarters. 
A Lighting Problem: 
One of our more difficult lighting problems may be 
illustrated by the story of shot .1.'10. 28, which was made 
in an indoor swimming pool at tne Brookline tuwn gymnasium. 
rn this scene a health department inspector was to walk 
into the room and to the edge of the pool, where· he was to 
kneel down, cipen a small case, withdraw a glass tube and 
fill it with water from the pool. The water in the pool 
made placement of the lights difficult and also made it 
impossible to shoot at normal distances. We had to show 
some of the :Pool• a water in the foreground in order to tell 
the audience that it was a swimming pool, therefore we coulll 
not place our actor and camera on the same side of the pool. 
This dictated that the camera had to be on the water side 
of the pool. :the ideal loeation would bave been on a raft, 
in the center of the pool. Of course we had no raft, and 
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were only allowed the short space of time between two swim-
ming classes to film OUl' scene. vonsequently we bad to work 
fast. We placed our lights first. One volunteer was perched 
precariously on the end of a diving board, balancing a flood-
light stand on his knees. ~e dil'ected this light at an acute 
angle back at the eige of the pool. This was our f'ill-in lig}ll;. 
The powEll' line leading to this light was concealed beneath 
the diving board as psl't of this boal'd appeared 1n the pic-
ture. Another light, placed on a high stand close to the 
wh1 te tile wall of the room, was directed at an oblique angle 
to the back of' the subject. This was OUl' back-light. Othel' 
!• lights were placed along the edge of the pool which was at 
i' I' 
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90 degl'ees to the edge oti which the action was to take place • 
.110 ma1ml' how we manipulated the lights we could not evenly 
illuminate the entil'e pictUl'e area. Also the highly polished 
white tile walls of the pool gave unpleasant reflections or 
"hot spots". We el1minflted most of' these by moving the 
lights about. We than. found that we did not have enough 
light for the two inch lens, the only one we could use be-
cause of the length of the pool. .~o.f we used the one inch 
lens, we would have to shoot close to the subject, and we 
could nnt get close to him becauae of the water in the pool. 
J.t the far end of the pool, we were too far away for the two-
inch lens and too close for the thrBe-inch lens. We had to 
use the two-inch lEil'ls, shooting from the edge of the pool at 
a distance about three-fourths of' the length of the pool from 
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the subject. 
To correct our deficiency or light, we placed an assis-
tant with a spotlight on a high balcony overlooking the area 
and instructed him to follow the action with the spot. 'fhis 
seemed to bring the amount of light on the subject w1 thin 
the range or our film with the two-inch lens set at its 
widest aperture. 
At last everything was in readiness, the lights were 
switched to their peak brightness, the action started and--
the lights went out\ We bad blown a fuse. After much 
seareh we found that the fuse for the alternating current 
outlet we were using was located ia the furnace room of 
another building. We bad to get permission to enter the 
other building and replace the fuse. Only one alternating 
current outlet was situated near our area or action. Finally 
another cutlet, which fortunately was on another circuit, was 
located at the far end of the ~asium. About 150 feet of 
extension cords were run from this outlet to supply part of 
j; our lights and :Sssa the Elanger of blowing another fuse. 
1: This, of course, took time, and we were nearing our deadline. 
1
: A~ last our lights were on again, everyone was in position, 
the camera started and the word given for action. i~Othing 
bappsedl :.&:.lle clistance from the camera to the actor (who ! 
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was behind a door leading to the pool} was so great and 
sounds reverberated off the bar4 walls or the pool so badly 
that the actor could not hear 1md understand the colliDII!I.nd.s. 
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This di:fficultr was finally overcome by relaying the com-
mands 1n well modulated vo1ces along a hllman chain from the 
cameraman to the actor. i'"Ortunately, we had several assis-
tants on that day. When the developed film was returned 
from the laboratory, the swimming pool sequence was over-
exposed. While not wi th1n the limits wh1ch we had set for 
ourselves, it was still acceptable and could, we bel1eved, 
be corrected in the final priating. 
S~ightlr underexposed originals give better final 
prints than overexposed originals. '.l'his is true because 
1n the case of underexposed film, all of the detail in the 
origiaal scene is recorded on the film except perhaps some 
portions of the deepest shadows. ~ cases of overexposure, 
the highlights are uburned up" and detail is missing from 
these chalky-white areas. '!'he mUsing highlight detail 
cannot be replaced in subsequEilt pr1nting, since it is 
simply not there to be replaced. .~ror these reasons we 
aimed at sl1ghtly underexposed or1g1nals wnich would give 
us adequate shadow lietail ana at the same time would insure 
us good highlight in the final prints. 
While our swimming pool sequence was acceptable, it 
was in t~a of exposure, our worst sequence. ~n fact, it 
was the only case of bad exposure 1n the entire film. Sev-
eral factors could have caused tiiJ.ll :error in exposure. ~he 
moet probable was that the high reflectivity of the glossy 
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" white tile walls and surf'ace of' the water had caus61i much 
more light to strike the 1 EllS than was indica ted by our 
meter reading, which was made f'rom a netttral subject, the 
actor. J..f' we had taken one reading of' the entire picture ar~. 
no doubt the walls would have been properly exposed, but the 
i: 
I: main subject, the actor, would have been too aark. •t would 
" 1: have been better if' we had ccmbined the two readings. Tnen 
II I' we probably would hB ve had a slightly underexposed actor and 
I! a slightly overexposed wall. Wnat we really got was a prop-
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erly exposed actor, while the main portion of' the picture, 
the wall, was badly overexpoe ed. 
Another possible cause of' error was the lens itself'. 
The calibrations could have beEil in error. We have no way 
of' knowing if' this was the case since the lens was bnly used 
for this one sequence. 
Film: 
-
Throughout the entire project we used only one brand and 
type of' f'ilm, Eastman ::super x. By doing this, we could be 
certain that the tone quality and detail or our finished pic-
ture would be consistent. A faster film would have required 
less light f'or the interior soEiles, but it would have given 
us a rough ••grainy" picture of low contrast. By using one 
film throughout, we cUd not have to be concerned about the 
possibility of picture tone changes when int ercutting. 
Eastman ::SUper X is a reversal type film, the cost of 
•· 
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which includes procesaing charges. At the time the film 
was purchased, we did not know whether we would be granted 
f"unds to purchase work prints or duplicate negatives. ...f 
1: we were granted the money, we would have good quality origi- .' 
i• 
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1 nals from which to make the duplicate negatives which would 
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then be used to make the final or "answer" prints. J.f we 
did not get the money, we would have a good ori8inal, not 
too easily damagea, from which to make the final prints. 
J.f we had used negative film we would avoid the cost 
of making duplicate negatives, but work prints would be a 
necessity and any dust particles or foreign matter which 
might get on the original negatiYe would cause objectionable. 
white spots when the fillished film was projected. J.f such 
foreign matter should get on reversal originals, it would 
cause dark spots, which are less objectionable. 
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ACTORS, COSTUMES ~ PROPS 
As previously mentioned in the section on planning, it 
was not only necessary to have camera, film, lights and 
I! cameraman at the place where a scene was to be photographed, 
but it was also necessary to have actors, costumes and props. , 
Every element mentioned in the script had to be present be-
fore the filming of a shot could be undertaken. If something 
was found to be missing, a satisfactory substitute had to be 
found, the script changed or the shooting postponed until a 
later date. A flexible script, of course, allows more lee-
way to the cameraman than does a rigid one. Ours was a 
fairly flexible script, and several times we made last-
minute revisions, changing the action, deleting shots and 
substituting others. 
Till!. Actor: 
The least of our problems was the actor. We had no 
difficulty getting them. However, we did have trouble keeP-
ing them. The glamour of movie acting has universal appeal, 
to the trained actor and novice alike, but after ee~eral 
tedious takes and retakes the enthusiasm disappears. We had 
known this before writing our script and had kept the number 
of appearances of any one actor to a minimum. The characters 
which appear most often are the personnel of the health 
department. They had no choice but to cooperate-- they were 
under orders. They were our most willing and cooperative 
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actors. In tact, working with us seemed to be a pleasant 
diversion for them. They were reluctant however, about letting 
us take cinematic license with their jobs and change the pro~ 
cedure slightly. When we explained that we wanted to show a 
particular phase or their work, they had difficulty under-
standing how we could tell the story and leave out several 
steps or the process. 
One of our most difficult shots was a close-up in which 
a health department inspector was supposed to till a small 
glass bottle with water from a tap, a task which he preformed 
hundreds of times each month. Even after many rehersals, 
this shot had to be retaken several times. We cautioned the 
inspector that this was an extreme close-up and therefore the 
movement and positioning of his hands with respect to the 
camera and water tap had to be kept within close limits. 
He concentrated so hard on the positioning of his hands that 
he forgot several steps in the process. After a few takes 
his hands were shaking so violently that we had to stop shoot-
ing to allow him to rest. 
Several or our actors were recruited from drama courses. 
These were our most enthusiatic and dependable actors. They 
had the least difficulty in grasping the idea of what we 
wanted from them. Also they followed directions easily and 
were the least self-conscious. 
I 
I' Several casual onlookers were also pressed into our 
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I; service. We had no trouble finding onlookers, as the camera 
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and tripod never failed to attract them. When we were shoot-
ing our opening sequence (Elizabethian dress in a South End 
alley) we had so many that they ~ot in our way. 
Props: 
Props were not much of a problem as most of those needed 
could be found right where we were shootin~. This is one 
of the great advantages of filmin~ a contemporary documentary 
on location. Some of the pieces of medical apparatus were 
hard to borrow and it was necessary to have a doctor present 
to act as a technical advisor and make certain that the 
actors used the apparatus in the accepted manner. 
Costumes: 
Costumes, whether contemporary dress or historical, 
were a problem. Each character had to wear the type of 
clothes that would be worn by that particular type of person 
doi~ the particular type of thing at the particular time 
called for in the script. When filming different shots on 
different days with the same actors it was necessary to make 
certain that each actor was wearing exactly the same clothes 
and accessories on each day if there was a possibility that 
these different shots miP,ht be intercut. We didn't want to 
finish our film and then discover that an actor's loudly 
striped tie had suddenly disappeared and then just as suddenly 
reappeared. 
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The costumes and setti~ called for in our openinP. 
sequence were our greatest headache. The script required 
clothes that would have been worn about 1640 A.D. The actors 
wearing these clothes were to be photographed in front of a 
medieval doorway. After several month's search we found 
costumes that were only a few decades removed from 1640, but 
try as we would, we were unable to find one medieval doorway 
in or near Boston. Even if we did find an acceptable doorway, 
j we had serious mis~~;ivings about the owner's letting us paint 
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a huge white cross on it, as the script dictated. We could 
onlv keep on lookinP. and hopinP. that we could find the one 
door suited to our needs. We became convinced that in this 
instance our script was too rigid. 
Finally, in a narrow alleyway in one of the slums of 
Boston's South End, we found a doorway that might be taken, 
or mistaken, for a medieval one. Permission was secured to 
use the doorway, and with a homemade medieval paint brush 
and white shoe polish we tried to paint our white cross. 
The wall on which we were tryi~ to paint this cross was a 
[ 
i' li sandy stuccoed one and the paint did not stick well. After 
I 
several attempts, the brush came apart, making it necessary 
for us to reshoot the scene. The next time we used a large 
piece of !!;rey cardboard instead of the stucco wall. This 
I shot was a close-up and therefore we did not have to take our I. 
! ~
troop of actors back to the alleyway, but we did have to 
borrow the painter's costume again. 
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EDITING 
As previously stated, the production of this film was 
a joint effort, with the author responsible for the photo-
graphy, Mr. Ryan for writing and the business administration 
and both jointly responsible for the process of editing. 
Since this thesis is concerned primarily with the problems 
ot photography it will not go into great detail on the sub-
ject of editing. 
From the beginning it was decided that we would consider 
editing at all stages of production, not just when we came to 
the physical process of cutting the film. Each shot was con-
sidered from the editing viewpoint, as it was written into the 
script and while it was being filmed. Needlessly to say, 
this lessened our editing problems. 
As the developed film was returned from the laborator.y, 
we naturally wanted to inspect it and see if the action and 
exposures had turned out as we had planned. Fearing that a 
projector would damage the green film, we inspected it all 
on a Craig viewer, with the exception of one 100 foot spool, 
which was run off on what was supposed to be a very good pro-
jector. This 100 foot spool of film was the only piece of 
original footage in the entire lot that sustained any damage. 
The take-up reel jumped off of this projector, breaking the 
film in the middle of a take and tearing up several inches 
of sprocket holes. 
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After inspecting the film, we stored it until the time 
when we could send the entire lot to the laboratory to b&Ye 
edge numbered workprints made, The work print could be handled 
roughly durin~ the processes of screenin~ and editing without 
fear of damaging the original film,which could be safely 
locked away, 
'"• Screening began when the workprint was returned from 
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the laboratory, At this stage bad takes were eliminated and 
the real process of editing-- the cutting, began. Unnecessary 
action and footage was trimmed from the good takes and notat-
ions made regarding the dissolves and fades. Finally the 
whole thing was assembled into a ribbon of film equal in 
length to the final picture, with all of the shots in proper 
sequence, but of course lacking the dissolves and fades. The 
titles, which had been made by filming three dimensional white 
letters against a dark grey cardboard, were attached to the 
beginning and end, 
The edited work print was then screened so that the 
narrator could set the pace of his speech. As he read the 
sound script while watching the film being screened, a 
magnetic tape recording was made of his voice, This recording 
was edited and then rerecorded onto film as a sound print, 
or sound "track." 
The workprint and sound tr~ck were then syncronized on 
the Movieola and recorded music added to the beginning and 
end of the sound track. 
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Since our work print and original film were both edge 
numbered, it was a simple matter to cut the orginal film, 
using the workprint as a guide. The sections of the original 
film were then spliced into their proper places on the "A" 
and "B" rolls as they were run through the "sync" block. 
Head and tail leaders were attached, then the "A"· and "B'' 
rolls together with the sound print were sent to the labor-
atory. We then had only to await the return of the "married" 
print. 
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ll'INDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Consideration of our experience in coping with the 
problems which beset us during the production of this 
film. led to the following conclusions, which a cameraman 
might do well to bear in mind before enbarking on a simi-
le.r venture: 
I. The cameraman should te.ke an e.ctive interest in 
all phases of the production, as e.ll phases of the produc·-
tion e.re related in some we.y to the photography. The bet-
tar the photographer understands the probl.Jans of the pro-
duction as a whole, the easier it is for him to do a good 
job. 
II. The photogre.pher should be in on the planning 
from the beginning. 
1. Knowing the possibilities and limitations of 
the camera, he should be able to make many 
helpful suggestions to the writer and direc-
tor regarding the visual aspects of the film. 
III. Assuming that the photographer has a voice in the 
planning, he should: 
1. Have the basic idea behind the film fimly 
fixed in mind. 
2. Thoroughly learn the subject of the film throug~ 
research, observation or study. 
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1. Make certain that the basic idea is expsnded 
slowly, step by step. Work on the film 
should not start by jumping right into the 
script and certainly it should not be com-
menced by aimlessly shooting, and thus 
wasting, film. 
4. The idea should be developed into an outline, 
then into a visual treatment. 
5. The visual treatment should be developed into 
a visual script. 
6. Shooting may be done from the visual script, 
especially in eases of narrated documentaries. · 
IV. The CAmeraman or director of photography should 
plan all shots in advance. 
1. Make a shooting schedule, grouping the shots 
into classifications determined by the need 
for actors, props, costumes or settings. 
2. All shots employing any one actor, costume, 
prop or setting should be completed before 
moving on to another group of shots. 
3. Secure permission to use private or public 
property and maintain good "public relations" 
as it may be desirable to use the property 
again. 
v. Location photograPhY has many advantages over 
studio photography. 
1. Persons photographed at home or at work are 
1n surroundings familiar to them and there-
fore are more composed and ab~ to act natu-
rally. 
2. The electrical circuits in small offices and 
private homes are usually not fused ror more 
than 15 amperes, thus requiring the use of 
lighting equipnent of' low current consumption, ; 
but these small interiors do require much 
light. 
3. It is relatively easy to imitate the natural 
lighting of' small interiors, though crowded 
conditions make light placement difficult. 
4. When some of the lights are too strong for 
small interiors, the lights may be turned 
towar4 a nearby wall or ceiling. The resul-
ting "bounced" light is less strong and has 
a pleasing soft, diffused quality. The 
strength of the light may also be reduced by 
placing a handkerchief or piece of tissue 
over it. 
5. The camera is also difficult to place when 
- - --- - - - ::: -- --=--. ___ -___ ..:....;.;; __ _ 
working in close 'uarters, but the closeness 
gives a feeling of intimacy with the subject. 
6. Since the camera cannot always be in the place 
where you would like it in these small spaces, 
lenses of various focal lengths are required. 
7. Most of the props needed can usually be found 
at the. scene. 
a. Persona found at hand at the time of shooting 
can often be used as actors. 
9. The autentic backgrounds found on location can 
be used, thus saving time and money required 
to build studio sets. 
10. In most respects, location filming is much less 
expensiTe than working in a studio. 
VI. 'fhe cameraman should not try to operate the camera 
and direct the actors at the same time. 
---- ------- - --· -
------------------
1. His full attention should be given to the camera. 
2. If an actor looks toward the cameraman-director, 
he also looks toward the lens and possibly ruins 
the shot. 
1. The cameraman, through the viewer, sees the 
action as it will appear on the screen, and 
should know at the completion of a !!hot if a 
retake is necessary. He should make known to 
o·.==--~-=-===== 
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VII. 
the actors and director his opinion of the 
visual quality of the action. 
Trained actors are better than novices. 
1. When using untrained actors, it is best to 
keep the actions simple and short in dura-
tion. 
VIII. One camera is better than two. 
1. If the cameraman is thoroughly familiar with 
a camera he can operate it almost automati-
cally and can therefore give more attention 
to What is happening 1n front of the camera. 
With more than one camera, he has to re-
adapt himself every time he uses a differ-
ent camera. 
2.Frame lines are not the same for any two 
cameras. If only one is used the frame 
line will not jump about on the screen 
when the film is projected. 
3.Consistent film speed and exposure may be 
expected when only one camere. is used, since' 
no two cameras are identical in these respects. 
rx. Notes or die.grams should be kept, showing the 
arrangement of lights used in filming interior scenes. 
These notes make it easy to tiupl1cate lighting when 
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reshooting scenes at a later date. 
x. Slightly underexposed originals give better 
final prints than overexposed originals. By underexpos-
ing slightly, the highlight detail is preserved. 
XI. To insure consistent exposures and even tone 
quality, only one brand and type film should be used. 
1. Fast films give grainy, flat pictures, 
2. Dust and dirt on negative :t'ilm shows up 
as objectionable white spots on the final 
print. 
3. On reversal film these spots are dark and 
less objectionable. 
xn. Trained actors tttke direction best. 
1, All actors should be rehearsecil. before a 
scene is filmed. 
2. several 11dry runs" are recommended before 
filming a scene, Whether actors are used 
or not. 
XIII. The problems or ecUting should be considered 
at all stages of production, not just when the physical stage 
or cutting is encountered, 
XIV. Do not screan "green• film. Inspect it on a 
good viewer. 
1. If workprints are used for screening and 
editing, originals will not be damaged. 
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2. Edgenumbered workprints and originals allow the 
editor to quickly and easily cut the original 
film. 
XV. Magnetic tape recordings of narration or other 
sound may be played back immediately after recording, 
and may be edited easily. 
